A. Lincoln: A Biography

If you read one book about Lincoln, make
itA. Lincoln.USA TodayNAMED ONE OF
THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR
BYThe Washington PostThe Philadelphia
Inquirer The Christian Science Monitor St.
Louis
Post-Dispatch.NEW
YORK
TIMESBESTSELLERWINNER OF THE
CHRISTOPHER AWARDEveryone wants
to define the man who signed his name A.
Lincoln. In his lifetime and ever since,
friend and foe have taken it upon
themselves to characterize Lincoln
according to their own label or libel. In this
magnificent book, Ronald C. White, Jr.,
offers a fresh and compelling definition of
Lincoln as a man of integritywhat todays
commentators
would
call
authenticitywhose moral compass holds the
key to understanding his life. Through
meticulous research of the newly
completed Lincoln Legal Papers, as well
as of recently discovered letters and
photographs, White provides a portrait of
Lincolns personal, political, and moral
evolution. White shows us Lincoln as a
man who would leave a trail of thoughts in
his wake, jotting ideas on scraps of paper
and filing them in his top hat or the bottom
drawer of his desk; a country lawyer who
asked questions in order to figure out his
own thinking on an issue, as much as to
argue the case; a hands-on commander in
chief who, as soldiers and sailors watched
in amazement, commandeered a boat and
ordered an attack on Confederate shore
batteries at the tip of the Virginia
peninsula; a man who struggled with the
immorality of slavery and as president
acted publicly and privately to outlaw it
forever; and finally, a president involved in
a religious odyssey who wrote, for his own
eyes only, a profound meditation on the
will of God in the Civil War that would
become the basis of his finest address.
Most enlightening, the Abraham Lincoln
who comes into focus in this stellar
narrative is a person of intellectual
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curiosity, comfortable with ambiguity,
unafraid to think anew and act anew. A
transcendent,
sweeping, passionately
written biography that greatly expands our
knowledge and understanding
of its
subject, A. Lincoln will engage a whole
new generation of Americans. It is poised
to shed a profound light on our greatest
president just as America commemorates
the bicentennial of his birth. From the
Hardcover edition.

No other narrative account of Abraham Lincolns life has inspired such widespread acclaim as Lord Charnwoods
Abraham Lincoln: a biography.In this important new biography, Ronald C. White, Jr. offers a fresh and fascinating
definition of Lincoln as a man of integritywhat todays commentators areIn this important new biography, Ronald C.
White, Jr. offers a fresh and fascinating definition of Lincoln as a man of integritywhat todays commentators are The
contrast between the two inaugurals of Abraham Lincoln illustrates the story of the four terrible years that separated
them. Before his firstEveryone wants to define the man who signed his name A. Lincoln. In his lifetime and ever since,
friend and foe have taken it upon themselves to characterizeA transcendent, sweeping, passionately written biography
that greatly expands our knowledge and understanding of its subject, A. Lincoln will engage a whole Journey through
the life of Abraham Lincoln, the 16th U.S. president, on . Learn more about his roles in the Civil War and theA. Lincoln
has 10382 ratings and 352 reviews. Bill said: An excellent one-volume biography of Lincoln, written in a clear, elegant
style and concentrat Biography of Abraham Lincoln - President of US during civil war. Lincolns role in the
emancipation of slaves, defence of Union and the civilAfter a generation during which three comprehensive one-volume
Lincoln biographies appeared--Benjamin P. Thomass Abraham Lincoln: A Biography in 1952Ronald White talked about
[A. Lincoln: A Biography] (Random House January 13 , 2009).Buy A. Lincoln: A Biography by Jr Ronald C, Jr. White
(ISBN: 9780812975703) from Amazons Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligibleA transcendent,
sweeping, passionately written biography that greatly expands our knowledge and understanding of its subject, A.
Lincoln will engage a wholeAbraham Lincoln, byname Honest Abe, the Rail-Splitter, or the Great Emancipator, (born
February 12, 1809, near Hodgenville, Kentucky, U.S.died April 15, In this excellent biography, veteran historian White
emphasizes that Lincoln was our most likable major president, lacking Washingtons
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